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Comparez les extraits de deux prestations à partir de leurs scripts et notez les points positifs
à améliorer : richesse lexicale – mots de liaison / expressions pour donner son opinion /
parler de ses sentiments – lien avec l’axe – fluidité

First try
“I don’t know Phil Ochs, but maybe he’s a
singer? Because it says the word ‘song’ in the
quotation. Maybe he wanted to change events
and change people’s perceptions with his songs.
That’s like art and power. Art can be a power.
(…) But only if the art is good, like a wellcrafted song. But good art can change people’s
perception. I listen to music and I listen to the
words and sometimes I think it’s important and
I want to change or I want to think differently
about life, people, something. Phil Ochs maybe
did that.”
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Second try
Although I don’t actually know Phil Ochs, I can
guess from the quotation that he must have
been a singer who wrote songs to influence
people. By all accounts his beliefs were quite
strong, as he was a strong believer that a
well-written song could impact real life. It’s
interesting that he specifies that this is only
true of good quality songs. I don’t know, maybe
that’s true, but it cannot be denied that such
an opinion is subjective. The way I see things,
who can define what a well-crafted song is?
When studying art and power this year, we
came across some striking examples of art
trying to have an influence on people and
events or hoping to make people think. (…) On
a personal level, as a music-lover myself, I do
feel that some lyrics can have an impact on me
and on the way I see people, my life and so on.
To come back to the quotation, I suppose we
can wonder if that’s precisely what Phil Ochs
did, proving that art can indeed be powerful.”

